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Personal
Experience
Alcohol is EVERYWHERE

Pervasive, insidious and
normalised

• kids’ parties (for parents of younger children)
• weekend braais
• weekday book club
• team building events
• wellness days
• supermarkets (main stores and own-brand outlets)
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Big Alcohol & their media houses
love this
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Women are being targeted
• Women have been identified, by alcohol producers, as the market
with the biggest growth potential.
• Their campaigns focus on how their products empower women,
celebrate their success and enable them to ‘keep up with the boys’.
• Media & merchandising companies have jumped on the
bandwagon, lazy way to get clicks, likes, shares and sales.
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Pinkwashing
is on the rise
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Brutal Fruit perfume
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The way to get
started is to quit
talking and
begin doing.
Walt Disney
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Call It Out
Responding to false claims and misleading marketing

Do
+

Address the company directly (send a letter or
tag them if using social media).

+

Keep emotions in check. Rather use wording
like “I felt angry” or “I am disappointed”.

+

Be specific about what you object to and why.

+

If quoting statistics, facts or findings always
make sure that your sources are rock solid.

+

‘cc’ or tag awareness groups such as Tribe
Sober.

+

Be prepared for push-back. Remember, it’s not
personal, you’re hitting a sensitive nerve and
people will always try to justify themselves.

Don’t
+

Rant. No-one will listen or take the response
seriously.

+

Take it personally when people respond
aggressively. You don’t have to justify how you
feel (no feeling is invalid). The best response is
no response.

Prepare for…
+ Being blocked by accounts that may be
offended or who wish to prevent you from
posting to their timelines.
+ Being called ‘sensitive’ or accused of not
having a sense of humour.
+ Being challenged by people who may not
see things the same way.
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Resources
Activists
+

Note: Not all of these accounts are
active but the content is there and
provides useful guidance on how to
express yourself.

+

Hip Sobriety & related online
publication The Temper
hipsobriety.com thetemper.com

+

Tell Better Stories Media – Instagram
account @tellbetterstoriesmedia

+

Professor Charles Parry (SA)
Twitter account @profparry

+

Maurice Smithers (SA)
Twitter account @MauriceSm1thers

Resources (of the rock solid kind  )
+

South Africa Alcohol Policy
Alliance www.saapa.net and
Twitter account @Saapa7

+

World Health Organisation
https://www.who.int/healthtopics/alcohol

+

Movendi Internationa International lobbyists
https://movendi.ngo/
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A word about Aware.org.za
Aware.org is the alcohol industry’s response to concerns regarding alcohol misuse and abuse. It is funded by
alcohol producers and retailers.
Their aim sounds lofty - TO EDUCATE AND enable a culture of moderation AND responsible ALCOHOL
consumption. In other words, by telling you to drink responsibly they essentially wash their hands of any complicity
in alcohol-related harm.
This body, together with the big alcohol producers, is a major contributor to the forum which ‘advises’ various
government dept’s on alcohol policy (trading hours, marketing and so on). Essentially, the fox has been put in
charge of the chicken coop.
In SA, the South African Alcohol Policy Alliance is the organization who lobbies for the reining in of the liquor
industry. They have nowhere near the resources (time, money, access to legal counsel, marketing & media) that
Big Alcohol has. It’s a David vs Goliath fight and in this case, Goliath is winning.

Aware.Org (www.aware.org.za and Twitter account @AwareOrg) has blocked me on social media platforms.
They don’t take kindly to unpalatable facts and criticism.
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In closing…

You’re braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think. Winnie the Pooh
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